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Three may keep a secret, if two
of them are dead.
Benjamin Franklin

YouTuber
Realizes That
Someone
Actually Reads
His Comments
By Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

TOPEKA, KANSAS - Over the
weekend a YouTuber who
asked to be referred to by
his online alias, “LaxBro68,”
realized that his hateful comments on a fellow YouTuber’s videos were in fact being read and that they made
the artist feel really bad.
“I had no idea that anyone
actually read these,” stated
LaxBro68, “I thought YouTube
was like Myspace, where
you can comment all you
want and no one would
ever read it.”
The realization happened
after the artist, who wanted
to remain nameless under
fear that more of his videos
would be scrutinized, reacted to a very hurtful message
late Friday night with a heartfelt response.
...see BURNTube on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like silly voices!

Kiss This Miss Universe
by Kay McMahon ~ Daily Bull

I stand 5’9, blonde hair, green eyes a little pageants exist anyways… it definitely
on the heavy side, but still beautiful. I ad- messed me up in the head.
mittedly would like more toned legs, thinner hair, and straighter teeth. My crooked My five year-old self believed the best
smile makes you
women in the
laugh and my
world were the
afro hair resemones prancbles the caveing around
man version of
stages wearing
Beyonce. If you
crowns. Clearly
asked me if I
if she made it
“Could change
to the Miss Unione of my physverse Pageant
ical characterisshe’s pleased
tics,” I’d probwith what she
ably tell you that
looks like. Have
or something
you ever seen
along the lines
an overweight
of “it’s nothing
Hobbit be
plastic surgery
crowned the
and lypo can’t
beauty of anyfix, homie”, and
thing, let alone
Questions arose as to whether Ms. Universe
if you asked me at
the universe!?
was even from this universe. Scientists disagree.
all: I’d hope you
Now, if this were
wouldn’t ask me at The Miss Universe the case I bet a question like this wouldn’t
Beauty Pageant.
have been asked! I must admit it was
pretty hilarious to watch Miss Universe
At the 2011 Miss America Pageant this have to publicly contemplate if she actuyear this was the final question for finalist ally did look good enough; it still awed
and current Miss Universe Leila Lopes me as to why this question was posed.
of Angola. Are you flicking kidding me? (She did look good enough, obviously.)
Maybe it’s crazy to be thrown back that
a question like this would be posed Who came up with this question? I know
at beauty pageant. I don’t know why
...see Out of this World Pageant on back

With the minty taste that brings you back!

Am I pretty? I think I might be ugly. – Ms. Potentially a Swan
Dear Ms. Swan,
First off, don’t panic. Even if you are ugly, The Ratio
works heavily in your favor. Men who are deprived
of choices will rate the ones they have access to
much higher. If you are still concerned, there are a
few simple tests you can perform to see if you are
actually ugly or not. Go up to a random male on
campus and ask them if they’d like to have sex with
you; If the answer is no, chances are, you’re just not
attractive. The more attractive the male you ask, though, the more likely that you
are, indeed, pretty. Second, look at yourself in the mirror. Take a good long look.
Then, go get really smashed at the bar. Come back home and look at yourself in
the mirror again. Do you still feel that you are as pretty as you were before you
got hammered? If the answer is yes, congratulations; you’re pretty. If you feel
you’re more attractive after the drinks, I regret to tell you that the beer goggles
have kicked in; men have reported this phenomena for years, where ugly girls
become prettier after a few drinks.
Why does it hurt when I pee? – Concerned MTU Engineer
Dear Concerned: Take the vice grips off. They don’t help, trust me.
Can Bullheads fall in love? – Amorous One
Dear Amorous,
I believe that Francis Bacon had it right when he said, “Certainly the best works,
and of greatest merit for the public, have proceeded from the unmarried, or
childless men.” Oscar Wilde, on the subject, also wrote “By persistently remaining
single, a man converts himself into a permanent public temptation.” If a bullhead
were to love or marry, then how would they continue to be able to give of their
infinite wisdom? Also, if I’m single, everyone wants me. It’s my secret to success.
You get more chicks if you make them think you aren’t looking. Self-esteem, baby!

I’m A Brain-Eater!

... Out of this World from front

we were all hoping for something more
controversial like “Do you think the
Green Bay Packers will return to win
the Super Bowl this year?” Apparently
beauty is the only thing controversial
around the universe. She responded
to the judge with “Thank God I am very
well satisfied with the way God created
me… And now I would like to give all
of you a piece of advice: Respect one
another.” Many kudos to this I must say,
but nonetheless she could have thrown
in a “world peace.”
So this is what I gather: if you’re beautiful respect the ugly people, and if
you’re ugly that’s alright because you’ll
never be Miss Universe anyways. So
drink a beer (or seven, make it a game
since you don’t have to pose a talent
portion in actual life), eat some cookies and get an education. Besides,
the best looking girls at Tech have approximately 25 days until UGG boots
and sweat pants come out for the rest
of the year!*
*Editor’s note: OH THE HUMANITY.
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by Liz Fujita, with hungry apologies to the Monkees/Barenaked Ladies

I thought zombies only walked in fairytales
I Am Legend’s just the show for me
They were out to get me – that’s the way it seems
Undead hunger haunted all my dreams
And then it bit my face!
Now I’m a braineater!
Not a trace of guilt in my mind!
I need brains (oooh!)
I’m a braineater, I could just eat ya if I tried
I thought zombies more or less were evil things
The more they killed, the less that lived, ohh yeah.
What’s the use in running?
All you get is dead. What you need’s a big shotgun instead…

‘Cause then it bit my face!
Now I’m a braineater!
Not a trace of guilt in my mind!
I need brains (oooh!)
I’m a braineater, I couldn’t leave you if I tried…
What’s the use in running?
You’ll just end up dead.
Stop your jogging, let them bite insteaaad!
And then it bit my face!
Now I’m a braineater!
Not a trace of MIND in my mind!
Now I’m a braineater
Brain brain brain, brain brain braaaaain!

US Man Sued by Mom
by Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

OREGON- An Oregon man is being
sued for support by his mother in
Oregon. The man is trying to get the
case thrown out for it’s “ridiculosity.”
According to the mother’s lawyer,
she is entitled to support under a
law passed in Oregon in 1989. The
law, called the ‘Don’t be Disrespectin’
yo’ Momma Act’ after the awesome
Mr. T. , was put into effect to protect
old, dying parents from their children
letting them wither away and die so
they can collect ineheiritance.

Since it’s instatement, the law has seen
little use, with only four cases being
brought forward (usually of moms
tired of supporting their neckbeard
children, and demanding the tables
turn). The problem is that the law
does not state what kind of relationship is required in order to collect.
The man and his lawyer are saying the
charges are ridiculous because he has
not talked to his mother in 40 years,
ever since she left him as a teenager to
fend for himself on the streets of Topeka, Kansas. Why he returned
to Oregon nobody knows. In
either case it will be interesting
to see what happens in court,
as the judge has yet to dismiss
or hear the case as of yet.

People around the country are
debating the constitutionality of
this law in the meantime, with
outcry from both sides. This is
the first anyone has ever heard
of it, as it went into effect silently
and has seen little use.
Pictured: common sentiment across the country.
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... BURNTube from front

“Why would anyone say something
like this to an artist trying to make videos in his spare time? You’re a jerk!”
pleaded the artist in a reply to LaxBro68’s comment.

he had, in fact, hurt the YouTuber’s
feelings set in. “It was astonishing
when I thought about what I said
to him; if someone said that to me I
would most likely cry myself to sleep,”
explained LaxBro68 in an apology vidAuthorities of the Feelings Police re- eo on his YouTube profile page. “All I
ported that once the “jerk” had read wanted to do when I joined YouTube
the comment that the realization that was to watch College Humor videos
and post videos of
my lacrosse skills,
but somehow I fell
down a slippery
slope of hatefulness which led to
my demise. To anyone that has read
any of my comments on this vast
site, I apologize
to you and I hope
you can forgive
me.”
Unfortunately the
first comment on
his video stated the
following: “Ur such
a loser for posting
this. I bet u dont
even play lax.”

